
 

 

 

  KG Newsletter 

Week beginning 17th  May, 2021       

Reading                                                                                                                    
In Kindergarten this week, we will be reading the story book, ‘The Rainbow Fish’ by Marcus Pfister                                                                                                                       
   
The learning objectives are:                                                                                                                           

 To be able to give attention to what others say and respond appropriately. 

 To be able to answer “why and how” question. 

 To be able to show understanding of prepositions such as ''under'', ''on top'', 
''behind'' by carrying out an out an action or selecting correct picture. 

English 
Phonics: We will review all the letters S, a, t, i, p, n, c, k, e, h, r, m, d, g, o, u, l, f, b.  

 Review the Jolly Phonics Song. 

 Have the children to say the first sound of a word and do the action for each sound.  
o To be able to form recognisable letters. 

o To be able to segment the sound in simple words and blend them together.  

o To be able to hear and say the initial sound in words. 

Maths 
Discuss with children some problem solving activities including halving and sharing. 
Prepare counting objects and two plates to practise sharing them equally between two, use vocabulary such as sharing, 
halving and equal. 
Encourage children to count from 1-20 using popsicles, pompom. Count how many items there are in the circle 
worksheet. 
Encourage students to find the total number of items in 2 groups by counting all using work sheet. 
Encourage the children to use 3D/3D shapes to create different fish.        
 

 To be able to solve problems, including doubling, halving and sharing.  

 To be able to count reliable with number from 1 to 20. 

 To be able to find the total number of items in 2 groups by counting all of them. 
 

Expressive Art & Design 
 Have the children to design a Rainbow Fish using paper plate, paint and glitter. 

 Ask students to cut the paper plate in half to make the Jelly fish, children use paints or colour pencil to colour 
the body then stick the googly eyes, the cut different stripes or wool to do the arms.  

 



                                                       
 To be able to realise tools can be used for a purpose. 

 To be able to use a variety of materials, tools and techniques. 

 To be able to experiment with colour and how colours can be changed. 

Understanding the World 
Talk about the sea side and what we can wear when we go there? What we use to protect our skin from the sun? What 
creature live in the sea? 
 

 

 To be able to understand the difference between land, sea, and air transport and how some float, have wheels, 

sail, etc. 

 To be able to make observations of animals and plants. 

 
 

Resources needed 

 
 

 

Important Dates Class reminders 
June Reports: 30th and 31st 
May 

Please be on time for classes 
Eating is not allowed during lessons 
Please wear school uniform 
Submit any learning (videos, photos, worksheets) through ‘Evidence Me’. 

Profile book / jolly phonics booklet/  
Different material/ popsicles / pompom/ popsicles       
Scissor/glue stick /Glue/ white /colour pencil/ googly eyes 
Ribbons/ coloured paper/ sponge/  

 

 

 

 
 
 
White paper 
Colour pencil 

 
Cotton swab 
Liquid glue 
Googly eyes           


